
 

Highsted Knowledge Organiser 

Year 9 Term 3: Music 

What I need to know 
• The historical & cultural 

significance of Samba, 
Carnival Music. 

• The specific instruments 
used. 

• The feel of cross-rhythms 
• Experience the effect of 

polyrhythms 
• Organised structure 
• Be able to hold your own 

complex rhythm while 
others play their own 

• Be able to follow a 
structure lead by cues 

Key Vocabulary  
 

Tutti Everyone involved 
Unison everyone playing the same thing at the same time 
Polyrhythm different rhythms played at the same time 
Call & 
response 

the leader plays a rhythm and the rest of the group 
respond 

Ostinato Repeating a pattern over and over 
Cross-
rhythm 

Rhythms that don’t fit together being sounded 
together 

Syncopation Rhythm that goes against the beat 
Groove Section in a Samba piece where each group of 

instruments have their own rhythm creating a lively 
polyrhythmic texture 

Break  Contrasting sections breaking up the Groove 
sections – could be solos or unison 

 

Student reference point 
Having a break from instrumental playing returning to rhythm work (from year 7) but from an 
aural tradition enabling more complex rhythms 
Play own rhythm in time with others – remember syncopated rhythms by verbalising. 
Work out a structure exploring textures and combinations of timbres as a class and as a group 
As a group you will devise a whole structure 

 
 

  



Challenge question 
• What year was it ‘invented’? 
• At which time of the year is Samba usually performed at carnivals and street parties? 
• What 2 continents are involved in creating Samba music? 

Suggested watching   
 
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XC0yHAw3-8w 

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Wc_wb5EkU8  
 

 



W O R L D  M U S I C  –  S A M B A                          K N O W L E D G E  O R G A N I S E R  

        © W W W . M U S I C A L C O N T E X T S . C O . U K  

 

Samba 
Music in Latin America is widely influenced by colourful and exotic carnivals and a range of 
dance styles. Carnivals may include FANFARRAS, featuring brass instruments associated with 
fanfare, and almost always a SAMBA BAND. 

 

Rhythm and Metre, Form & Structure and Phrasing, Repetition and Ostinato & Ornamentation 

Built around OSTINATOS usually 4 or 8 beats long (regular phrases).  Each group of instruments can have their own Ostinato featuring OFFBEAT RHYTHMS and SYNCOPATION.  Often the 

SON CLAVE SYNCOPATED rhythm is used, either the 2:3 or 3:2.   

Samba music is built up of lots of different sections.  For each 

section the SAMBISTA will need to know an OSTINATO. 

Samba music often starts with an INTRODUCTION often featuring CALL AND RESPONSE RHYTHMS between the Samba Leader and ensemble.  The main Ostinato rhythm of Samba is called 

the GROOVE when all the instruments of the Samba Band play their respective rhythms over and over again forming the main body of the piece.  The GROOVE is broken up by BREAKS - 4 

or 8 beat rhythms providing contrast and MID SECTIONS – one or two instruments change the rhythm of their ostinato and the others stay the same or stop.  Sometimes BREAKS and MID 

SECTIONS feature a SOLOIST who “shows off” their rhythms.  The SAMBISTA must signal to the group when to change to a different section which is normally done with an APITO (Samba 

Whistle – loud!).  A piece of Samba can end with either 

a CALL AND RESPONSE pattern or a pre-rehearsed 

ending phrase of rhythm.  The FORM AND STRUCTURE 

of a piece of Samba may look like the following:  

Intro Groove Break 1 Groove Break  Groove 
Mid-

Section 1 
Groove Break 1 Groove End 

Texture Dynamics, Expression and Articulation Tempo Pitch and Melody &  

Harmony and Tonality 

Texture varies in Samba music, often MONOPHONIC where a 

single rhythm is heard as in CALL AND RESPONSE sections, 

sometimes POLYPHONIC where sections of the Samba band play 

different rhythms (OSTINATOS) creating CROSS-RHYTHMS (when 

two rhythmic patterns that “conflict” with each other occur 

simultaneously) creating a thick texture of interweaving and 

interlocking rhythms.   

The dynamics of Samba music are normally very loud – 

it is music designed to be performed outdoors at 

carnivals and is played by large numbers of 

instrumentalists and to accompany dancers and 

processions with large audiences watching and 

listening.  Sometimes, a CRESCENDO is used at the end 

of a piece of Samba music for dramatic effect.   

Samba music is generally fast at around 

104 bpm and keeps a constant tempo 

to assist the dancers or processional 

nature of the music.  Sometimes the 

SAMBISTA (Samba leader) uses 

(TEMPO) RUBATO – tiny fluctuations in 

tempo for expressive effect.   

Samba music is based on rhythms 

rather than melodies although the 

pitch of certain instruments within the 

Samba band provides musical 

contrasts.   

Origins and Cultural Context of the 

Traditional Music 

Musical Characteristics of 

Folk Music 
Impact of Modern Technology on Traditional Music 

Artists, Bands & Performers of Samba 

Samba is a musical genre and dance style with its roots 

in Africa via the West African slave trade and African 

religious traditions.  Samba is an expression of Brazilian 

cultural expression and is a symbol of carnival.  Samba 

schools formed and compete bringing people together.   

The instruments of Samba have 

been influenced by Portuguese 

colonies who imported slaves from 

Africa, while the rhythms of Samba 

are of African origin.   

Samba has become popular as a Latin-American ballroom dance on TV 

shows such as Strictly Come Dancing and Dancing with the Stars.  Samba has 

also been mixed/fused with Drum ‘n’ Bass in a musical fusion creating 

“Sambass” and artists and groups of popular music have used sounds and 

rhythms of Samba in their music e.g. Gloria Estefan and Jamiroquai. 

 

 

 

Fundo de Quintal                 Exaltasamba 

Instrumentation – Typical Instruments, Timbres and Sonorities 
    SURDO      REPINIQUE  TAMBORIM     CHOCOLO         RECO-RECO          APITO        AGOGO BELLS      CAIXA DE GUERRO      GUIRO      TIMBALES     CUICA           CONGAS    CLAVES COWBELL 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                                    

 



 

Highsted Knowledge Organiser 

Year 9 Term 4: Music 

What I need to know 
How to layer loops – Beats / rhythms, bass and 
piano. 
How to manipulate these midi layers to create 
a piece with contrast and development. 
How to create your own beats/Rhythms and 
adding own midi instruments 
How to add audio and manipulate  

Key Vocabulary  
See the Knowledge Organiser 

Student reference point 
 

 
 

 
Challenge question 
Can you create a song with Intro, Verse, Chorus, Verse, Chorus, Middle 8 & Chorus, Outro ? 
Or can you import a sample of something you recorded on your phone and manipulate it in a 
track to incorporate it into your piece? 
How to listen to music better - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsSkRjgjFvU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpx2-EMfdbg 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IU8BEMi8UyM 
 
Suggested reading  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4zG7zZP2Zgk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHpP7cHez9Y 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWNBd8STTsw 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTspznnBVDk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_8msY0R9G4 
 

 



D.A.W Digital Audio Workstation – Electronic software used for 
recording, editing & producing audio fi les. Has meant a 
generation of “bedroom” producers has emerged 

Sequencer The sequencer allows you to organise your layers into an 
arrangement / structure
This is where you move blocks around to produce the whole 
piece

Audio Real sound which has been recorded in using a microphone or DI. 
It looks like a soundwave

Track Each track contains audio or midi sounds

Looping Repeating a pattern again and again

MIDI Musical Instrument Digital Interface, this is a digital instrument. 
Computer information translated into music (opposite of audio). 
It can be changed after it is input

Sampling The reuse of a sound recording in another piece of music

Quantisation using a DAW you can quantise notes, this means if you played 
them out of time they can be automatically placed in the correct 
location (in time).

Synthesiser A technique of generating sound using electronic hardware from 
scratch. Replicates sounds. Can be a keyboard with a bank of 
sounds

Drum 
Machine

A programmable electronic device able to imitate the sounds of 
drum kits and beats (e.g. Beatmaker)

Effects / FX Changing the way something sounds e.g. Reverb, Delay (Echo), Chorus, 
Distortion, Tremolo, Phaser 

Mixing Audio mixing is the process of assembling all the tracks and blending & 
balancing them together. Tracks are blended using various processes such 

as EQ, Compression and Reverb. Each input has a channel. Gain, Pan & EQ 
can be adjusted

Engineer The engineer handles the sound using the mixer, the sequencer & the 
effects. They are responsible for the end sound

Technician Is responsible for the equipment & makes sure it works, is in tune and 
placed correctly

Compression this is the narrowing of the dynamic range of a recording. It is l ike 
squeezing the volume levels so the quiet parts become louder and the 
loudest parts softer.

EQ Equalization, adjusting the volume levels of certain frequencies. For 
example, you can cut out the bass and boost the higher frequencies.

Reverb One of the oldest of all  audio effects, it aims to recreate the natural 
ambience of real rooms and spaces, almost l ike an echo.

Panning The placing of sound within the stereo field (left/right speakers)

Delay An effect added which repeats a sound regularly creating an echo effect

Automation The automatic adjusting of the dynamics, reverb, effects  throughout a 
track by the DAW. You control these applications by using nodes

Velocity How firmly you press down the keys of a keyboard, it affects the volume. 
You can edit this

BPM Beats per minute. The tempo

Processors, Digital, Analogue, Multitrack, Edit, Audio interface, Plug-in, Virtual instrumenta, 
Bit-depth, Sample rate, Stereo

4-to-the-floor 4 kick (bass) drum beats in a bar

Bass-line Gives the groove & drive

Break When all  layers (except beat) disappear

Drop A sudden change of rhythm or bass l ine, preceded by a build section & break

Digital Music – using Soundtrap

Some listening

Calvin Harris – We found love –feat. 
Rihanna – Scottish producer

Kraftwerk – Autobahn – the oldest & 
most important electronic artists

Bjork – Army of me – Icelandic 
musician, recorded this track in 
Chorlton

Bill ie Eil ish

Charlie Puth

Olivia Rodrigo & Dan Nigro

Ebony Bones
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